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DRC Background

The Danish Refugee Council (DRC) is a private, independent, humanitarian organizationworking on all aspects of the refugee cause in more than 34 countries throughout theworld. The aim of the DRC is to protect refugees and internally displaced persons (IDPs)against persecution and to promote durable solutions to the problems of forcedmigration, on the basis of humanitarian principles and human rights. DRC works inaccordance with the UN Convention on Refugees and the Code of Conduct for the ICRCand NGOs in Disaster Relief. Protection and assistance to conflict-affected populations isprovided within a long-term, regional and rights-based approach offering a coherentand effective response to the challenges posed by today’s conflicts. Assistance consistsof relief and other humanitarian aid, rehabilitation, support to return and repatriationas well as promotion of long-term solutions to displacement and its causes. In addition,support and capacity building of local and national authorities and NGOs form anintegral part of DRC’s work.
About this report

This report was prepared by two consultants, Ibtissem Abichou and Marie Groth Krusefor the DRC Libya/Tunisia Country Programme during November – December 2013. Thereport was finalised in January 2014.
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Executive Summary

This report provides an updated perspective of mixed migration within Tunisia, whichDRC’s Mixed Migration Policy (2009) defines as “complex population movementsincluding refugees, asylum seekers, economic migrants and other migrants”; otherpopulations within mixed migration can include victims of trafficking, stateless persons,unaccompanied minors (UAM) and separated children, as described by the RegionalMixed Migration Secretariat (RMMS)1. The scoping mission encompassed meetings witha variety of people, from international organizations to the migrants themselves, someof who have tried to cross irregularly to Europe by sea, as well as some who recentlyhave crossed into Tunisia by land through Libya. It is clear, while drafting this reportand researching the issue of mixed migration, that Tunisia is undergoing a period ofimmense political transition, and that the recent migration flows into and out of thecountry, should be seen in light of the context of the Arab Spring, which has resulted inotherwise unusual migration, new to the Tunisian public. Having observed this however,it should be noted that even though this is the case, there exists a significant lack in lawsand policies in relation to migration in the country. These gaps unfortunately sometimesresult in the mistreatment of migrants – including everything from discrimination to thecriminalization some migrants face when crossing borders irregularly. It also affects themeans in which migrants are treated by in detention, where there seems to be no officialknowledge or common practice for receiving migrants. Current initiatives, for instancethe Mobility Partnership2 with the European Union, as well as the drafting of a newAsylum law3, will hopefully result in outcomes that enable Tunisia to further develop itsmigration knowledge and public debate, information and opinion, in order to ensuremigrants in the country a higher level of protection and a better human rights approach.
1 http://www.regionalmms.org/2 See http://ec.europa.eu/dgs/home-affairs/what-we-do/policies/international-affairs/global-approach-to-migration/specific-tools/index_en.htm and http://eeas.europa.eu/delegations/tunisia/index_fr.htm formore information.3 From the Tunisian Ministry of Foreign Affairs, agreement between parties Tunisian MOFA and UNHCR toopen Tunis office. From:http://www.diplomatie.gov.tn/index.php?id=42&L=2&tx_ttnews[arc]=1&tx_ttnews[backPid]=42&tx_ttnews[cat]=13&tx_ttnews[pL]=2678399&tx_ttnews[pS]=1309471200&tx_ttnews[pointer]=1&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=310&cHash=f3afa9fdb76c6bdafa4c8018f6158262
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PART 1

AcknowledgementsThe Danish Refugee Council (DRC) would like to express its sincere thanks and gratitudeto all the people who agreed to meet with us and share their knowledge and informationon the issue of mixed migration in Tunisia - and who generously assisted us in obtaininginformation and providing guidance and practical assistance. Over the course of threeweeks we have met with a number of organizations and people, who have given theirsupport in terms of information sharing as well as data and literature collection, and weare very grateful for the cooperation in this regard – for shared perspectives andexperiences. The team would also like to express its gratitude to the DRC offices in Libyafor their assistance during the mission, and to the liaison officer based in Tunis, for allcoordination efforts throughout.
Report objectives and methodologyThe DRC Libya-Tunisia Programme had up until early 2013, been present in southernTunisia through operations at the Shousha camp (March 2011 to March 2013),providing assistance for refugees, asylum-seekers and migrants. Since the camp closurein mid-2013, DRC Libya-Tunisia has tried to maintain a ‘watching brief’ on migrationtrends and issues in Tunisia. Given the fast-changing nature of migration movements inthe North Africa region, was apparent to document mixed migration issues in Tunisiamore systematically. With this report, which includes literature surveys and fieldresearch within and outside Tunisia with key informants, the objective is to provide anupdated view of current issues, to highlight trends and outline the situation of mixedmigration in Tunisia, in order to obtain an overview of the current situation in thecountry, and to inform the development of the DRCs Libya-Tunisia programme. Duringthe course of the mission in Tunisia, which lasted one month from November 2013 untilDecember 2013, the consultants travelled and held meetings in Tunis as well as in thesouthern parts of Tunisia, including Zarzis, Shousha, Medenine and Sfax. We have metwith a range of representatives4, NGOs, INGOs, members of the diplomatic corps,intergovernmental organizations, journalists, migrants themselves, etc., all of who arelisted at the end of this report.
4 See appendix 1 for further details.
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Key Findings

1. There is a need for a more comprehensive and coordinated response to the challengesthat mixed migrants face in Tunisia. While the scale of the problem in actual numbersmay be small at present, mixed migrants find themselves in a difficult legal as well ashumanitarian situation within the country, alongside the precarious border issues -especially toward Libya in the east.
2. At present there are no clear indicators that numbers of migrants and asylum seekerstrying to reach Tunisia, are rising – however, neither is there a sign of them dwindlingeither. Of particular concern is the issue of boat arrivals due to their humanitariansituation and the risk of deaths at sea. Currently there is little concrete information as tohow many migrants choose to set out by boat at different times. The scale of humantrafficking is also unknown.
3. Even though a draft Law on Asylum is being made, there exists no adequate nationalrefugee status determination in Tunisia, which often obstructs and makes it difficult forthose, especially, irregular migrants crossing into Tunisia. There also no clear asylumdetermination procedure at arrival into Tunisia, which should facilitate a betterrecognition of the different migrants, as it also endangers the rights protection ofvulnerable individuals.
4. There is a need for training of official personnel on the principal of non-refoulementand the right to seek asylum – as well as general human rights based approachestowards migrants. Illegal migrants held in detention should also be assured adequateinformation on their situation, and they should be informed of the opportunity ofseeking asylum.
5. The civil society organizations in Tunisia are in need of additional knowledge, andcapacity building in regards to their work in the field of migration. Only a few of theseorganizations are adequately equipped to practice within the field, and able to engage in
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international cooperation according to standards. Many of these organizations aredeeply interested in international cooperation, and interested in training in order tobetter accommodate the work on mixed migration in the country. This would also,among other things, equip them to better address issues such as that of the remainingresidents in Shousha.
Recommendations

1. Mixed migration in Tunisia, and especially asylum seekers, demands a morecoordinated response of a range of actors. These actors include the Tunisiangovernment, the different UN bodies as well as NGOs and INGOs and donorgovernments, which should continually address the security and protection of migrantsin the country.
2. There exists a general lack of understanding and knowledge in the public aboutmigration in Tunisia, and this outlines the need for awareness raising – both in public aswell as at the level of authorities on the issue of migrants in the country. Futureinitiatives targeting mixed migration in Tunisia must include dealing with the humanrights of migrants, and in general promote fairness towards them. Furthermore Tunisiamost also work to ensure the protection of all human rights for migrants, regardless oftheir status, in the new constitution.
3. Civil society must be provided with capacity building in order to manage the issue ofmixed migration through a more knowledgeable approach, as is also outlined in thisreport. There is a need for increased studies on migration, as well as a heightened focuson the subject through comprehensive understanding of the current migration situationin the country, in regards to trends and movements. Civil society should be encouraged,both technically and financially, in offering support to migrants regardless of theirstatus.
4. Mixed migration in Tunisia and the region, call for heightened levels of cross-bordermonitoring as whatever happens in the region, often affects Tunisia in relation tomigration one way or the other. When working with mixed migration in Tunisia, the
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outlook should also include regional perspectives, as there are still many questions to beasked on how and why people move in the region, as well as the question of numbersand future trends, which can easily change in form and time.
5. Capacity-building should also be facilitated for all levels of government on the rightsof migrants, as well as official mechanisms should be put in place to protect vulnerablemigrants in the context of mixed migration flows.
6. In the context of the Mobility Partnership currently being negotiated between Tunisiaand the EU, possibilities of cooperation regarding the approach of migration, willnaturally arise. Issues such as ways to improve the partnership, not only legally andregarding security issues – but which also addresses other related and relevant matterssuch as discourse and the promotion of migrant’s rights, should become of an evenhigher priority.
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IntroductionAs briefly mentioned above, the DRC Libya-Tunisia programme has worked in Tunisiasince 2011, focusing on the provision of different services to third-country nationalsseeking asylum in Libya, and who fled the conflict during the Libyan revolution, byentering into Tunisia. These persons were mainly asylum seekers from the Horn ofAfrica, The Middle East and West Africa and may have been forcibly displaced severaltimes and from several countries. Through different partnership programmes with theUNHCR, the DRC acted as the main agency providing services at the Shousha refugeecamp as well as to refugees living in urban centres in the southern parts of Tunisia. Mostof these refugees were eventually granted a third country resettlement, causing thenumber of people living in the Shousha camp to drop, and therefore resulting in thecamps closing by mid 2013. In this context however, the DRC is still concerned about thesituation of the remaining number of migrants within Tunisia, as well as current andfuture trends, and is therefore looking into the overall situation of mixed migrationwithin the country.The Jasmine Revolution of 2011 ushered in sincere political, economic and social changein Tunisia, which continuously presents many new challenges for the country. Tunisia isa signatory to the 1951 Convention and its 1967 Protocol, as is also the situation for allother North African Countries, with the exception of Libya, but has – given the politicalsituation – no current national asylum system. In relation hereto it is noted that UNHCRtherefore represents the only entity undertaking registration, documentation andrefugee status determination in Tunisia. The agreement on allowing the UNHCR to workin Tunisia though, as well as other countries in the region, does not ensure that the localTunisian government necessarily recognizes the status granted to refugees, thereforealso possibly making them vulnerable in this context. In the fall of 2011 however, theTunisian authorities did formally approach UNHCR in order to receive assistance in thedrafting and development of a new asylum law for the country.Considering the regional context, it seems to be, that countries in the sub regioncontinue to act as transit points as well as final destinations for people, who mostlyoriginate from sub-Saharan Africa, in larger mixed migration movements. Looking at theregional context, it is clear that numbers concerning asylum-seekers to other North
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African countries (Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Morocco)5 has increased. Since the Arab Springthe region has seen continued unrest, thereby endangering the protection climate andincreasing the risks for refugees and asylum seekers alike, especially in areas ofsmuggling and trafficking, with a certain focus on those originating from sub-SaharanAfrica. However it should be noted, that Tunisia so far, represents one of the countries toexit its revolution most quiet and successfully.
The anti-authoritarian protests that swept through the Arab countries, affected Libya atthe beginning of 2011. These events heavily influenced, and continue to do so, thesituation in Tunisia; Libya remains an important subject when talking of border issuesand security of migrants and asylum seekers in its neighbouring Tunisia, and the currentsituation in Libya, still in a state of armed conflict and severe unrest in parts of thecountry, is affecting the situation of mixed migration in both countries heavily.
The Tunisian government seems committed to the development of an asylum law, evenso given the current political situation within Tunisia, which understandably remainstop priority. Meanwhile there is a need for border management with a protectionapproach, sensitive to the situation of mixed migration in the country. The Shoushacamp at current still hosts a number of people – several informants state there are, atcurrent, plus minus 200 people - with rejected claims, as well as recognized refugeeswho refused local integration offered to them by UNHCR and the Tunisian government6.These groups, who find themselves in both a difficult legal as well as humanitariansituation, pose a challenge in regards to what will eventually happen to the camp area,placed approximately 9 km from the Libyan border.
As of November 2013, the numbers for people of concern to the UNHCR are as follows:more than 480 refugees and approximately 195 asylum seekers are currently living inTunisia – with the majority of this population having been registered by UNHCR at theShousha camp during 2011 and 2012, while others represent groups rescued in 2013from boats in the Mediterranean – which last year totalled a number of 7 rescues at sea7.
5 http://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e486166.html6 http://www.unhcr.fr/pages/4aae621d58f.html7 http://www.unhcr.fr/pages/4aae621d58f.html
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The top five countries, from which they stem, are Sudan, Somalia, Eritrea, Iraq andEthiopia8, and they are almost without exception all located in the southern part of thecountry, residing at Shousha, Medenine, Zarzis and Benguerdane. Of those who havebeen offered third country resettlement and who are pending departure, facilitated byIOM, there are at current 105 people still awaiting departure, all housed in Medenine.
Part 2. Historical overview on migration in Tunisia

Migration before the RevolutionHistorically speaking, Tunisia has long been a country of emigration. Since Tunisia’sindependence in 1956, the foremost destination for Tunisian migrants was to the Northand Western Europe. This relates to France, in particular, because of historical ties as aformer French protectorate and the continued presence of the French language in thecountry. Other factors have however, also played a role in this cause. After the SecondWorld War economic growth in Europe increased the demand for labour, often inunskilled sectors, such as industry, construction and agriculture, which prompted anincreasing number of people emigrating as ‘guest workers’ from North Africa to Europe,focusing on a flexible, circular movement of migration.
The guest-worker, mostly profiling young men, seeking economic opportunities wasviewed as part of a temporary migration system, which allowed to fulfil the demand forlabour shortages within Europe, build skills of the workers, respectively, and thenreturn to their home countries and to their families. In this context, Tunisia signedformal agreements in relation to guest-worker recruitments with France, Germany,Belgium and the Netherlands.
Then, when the economic recession hit Europe in the mid-1970s, it changed theconditions for the ‘guest worker’ and led to an increase of restrictive immigrationpolicies by the very same states that formerly had welcomed, among others, Tunisianmigrants. Following this, labour migration to these countries was no longer an optionand left family reunification programmes, which are more permanent in nature, to
8 Please see appendix 2 for table.
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become the only means by which Tunisians could migrate to Europe.
Even considering these developments, new paths of migration change emerged in time,and by the mid-1990s the growth in specific sectors and conditions of nationaleconomies in, mostly, southern European countries, led to a demand for seasonal andlow-skilled migrant labour, leading to a substantial increase of migration to the region –here particularly, Italy and Spain. These countries were however, in relation to theSchengen system and the strengthening of European Union migration policy throughoutthe 1990s, required to tighten their national foreign-labour systems, concluding in anincrease of visa requirements for the foreign worker, and thereby somewhat effectivelyresulting in the decreasing of temporary seasonal work for Tunisians in these countries.This development then led to an increase in irregular migration of Tunisians looking tofind work, across the sea to Italy, which lies fairly close to the Tunisian mainland.
Migration after the Arab SpringWhat came to be known as the Jasmine Revolution was started on December 17th 2010,and was triggered by the self-immolation of the 26-year-old vegetable-seller MohamedBouazizi, who had become enraged by the Tunisian Governments increased denial andobstruction of his livelihood. The incident initiated protests across the country and theprocess subsequently led to the fall of the Tunisian President Ben Ali on January 14th2011. Following these events, the situation in Tunisia affected the whole region, and incontext led to protests across countries in Northern Africa and the Middle East, whichhas since come to be known as the Arab Spring.
Because of the crisis in Tunisia migrants saw to cross the Mediterranean, and a totalnumber of 29,685 Tunisian migrants were recorded entering Italy irregularly in 2011.9As to cause of the conflict the majority of these crossings seem to have taken place in thespring of 2011, when the crisis was it its highest, and Tunisian police, military andcoastal authorities were involved elsewhere in the conflict. Not only did this lead toTunisians crossing the borders – this inadvertently also led to many non-Tunisian
9 Philippe Fargues and Christine Fandrich, Migration after the Arab Spring, Migration Policy CentreResearch Report (2012), p. 4. Available from:www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC%202012%20EN%2009.pdf.
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nationals to embark on irregular pathways to Europe.10 These non-Tunisian groups aresaid to include more than 17,000 sub-Saharan Africans.
In the aftermath of the Arab Spring, fear from Europe followed that it would entail amassive influx of migrants into the EU. It has been observed however11, that thoughthere were significant flows of Tunisian migrants crossing the Mediterranean and intoItaly, the numbers as such were low when compared to the cross-border migration flowthat took place – as a direct result of the conflict – from Tunisia to Libya.
Furthermore, it has been recorded as statistical evidence, that migration to Europeoverall, does not seem to have accelerated because of the Arab Spring (not taking intoaccount the short term influx during the Jasmine Revolution). The Arab Spring cantherefore not be viewed as a direct cause to increased migration into Europe, andtraditional numbers and modes of migration (both regular and irregular) seem to havemaintained their former nature. In the contrary, it seems that the Arab Spring set forth achange in immigration into Tunisia itself. Neighboured by Libya, who itself experienceda crisis in 2011, Tunisia saw an estimated between 350,000 and 1 million personsfleeing Libya via the Tunisian border, taking place in not more than a few months. Thesenumbers also include an estimated 97,000 Tunisian returnees, as well as third-countrynationals who resided in Libya at the time of the conflict. Tunisia and Libya arranged fora so-called open border policy, allowing Libyan nationals to cross into Tunisia wheremany of them saw themselves hosted by local Tunisians, in their homes. The thirdcountry nationals who entered Tunisia from Libya have, as of now – December 2013 -either returned home to their countries of origin or been resettled in third countries asrefugees.12
Tunisia’s response to the migration influx; the government approach was to deal swiftlywith the events of both its own as well as its neighbouring countries, demonstrating aflexible humanitarian approach to the migration crisis. Many of those entered throughLibya have again left Tunisia – some of them returning to their home countries andothers have been resettled to third countries as refugees, largely facilitated by the IOM,and by respective European countries, such as Switzerland, where a number of refugees
10 http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC-RR-2013-04.pdf11 http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC-RR-2013-04.pdf12 http://www.unhcr.fr/pages/4aae621d58f.html
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who – following the Arab Spring – were offered protection, and since then have returnedvoluntarily after the signing of a Repatriation treaty between the Swiss Ministry of
Justice and Tunisia.13 As of November 2013, numbers show that since December 2011,3497 people in total have been resettled, through UNHCR or private sponsorship.14 Anote should here be made on an effect measured after the Arab Spring. The crisis’s, bothin Tunisia and Libya have generated an impact on the discourse of migration and the EUborder system, and shown this to be an important agenda as a key political issuebetween the EU, its own member states, as well as Tunisia itself15, where the Nationalinterim Government of Tunisia has also listed and considers migration now, to be anational priority.
Tunisia as both destination and transit countryAs stated earlier in this report, Tunisia has historically been an important emigrationcountry. Different factors16 have furthermore meant that over time, it has also becomean important country of both destination as well as transit. The Tunisian highereducation system represents one of the foremost in the region, and therefore sees itselfas a regionally popular destination country for study purposes, here particularlyreceiving students from other parts of Africa. The country has also over time increasedits investment into the sector, and this in part has also led to the placing of the Tunisianeducation in high regard.
Another factor adding to the country’s role as destination and transit country is that ofmigrants traveling from other Maghreb and sub-Saharan African countries. This factor isof great importance as it seems many of them (even though there is a lack of a correctestimate of irregular migrants in the country17) are looking to travel further and aim toreach Europe - and furthermore it is important because it seems that the country isseeing an increase in the number of migrants wishing to travel through Tunisia, leaving
13 http://www.swissinfo.ch/eng/politics/Repatriation_treaty_signed_with_Tunisia.html?cid=3287929614 See appendix 3 for details.15 http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC-RR-2013-04.pdf16 Geopolitical factors mostly.17 According to an earlier declaration of the former Minister of Interior, Hedi Mhenni, more than 40,000intercepted irregular migrants had been registered in Tunisia, from 1998 to 2003. These migrants weremainly Maghreb and Sub-Saharan nationals, even if 52 nationalities had at that time been counted beencounted.
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it an increasingly important country of destination and transit. This entails that theTunisian coastline is seen as an important outset for irregular migration to Europe,despite the fact that research indicates that Tunisian coastlines do not represent the
main exit point of migrants trying to leave Africa by sea. The numbers18 indicate thatmost irregular departures remains fairly low, especially when compared to Libya, whichstills maintains its role as the key route through which migrants attempt the crossing ofthe Mediterranean, which seems, still, mostly to be caused by geographical reasons andthe fact that Libya historically has seen a larger number of migrant workers within itsborders. Still, though, there was no indication that Tunisia will not see a future largernumber of mixed migrants wishing to cross the Mediterranean from its own borders -even though the numbers compared to 2011 are fairly low, we did interview asylumseekers in Tunisia, travelling from Libya, who said that they would try to cross by boat ifthey were not granted refugee status. To the contrary, there were several interviewees(mixed migrants) who mentioned, that because of the current insecure situation inLibya, they would rather travel towards Tunisia, to either stay or continue onwardstowards Europe.
According to CARIM19, European and Maghreb nationals are exempted from visarequirements, so are nationals from Niger, Senegal, Guinea, Ivory Coast, Gambia, Ghanaand Liberia, among others. Tunisia has, as well, a convention relating to property rights,labor rights, the exercise of professions and trades, the right of establishment andfreedom of movement with Libya (from 1973); with Italy on stay and work (1995) andon seasonal workers (2000); conventions on labor force with Libya (2003) and Syria(2004); with France on stay and labor (1988), young professionals’ exchanges (2004)and joint management of migration (2008).20 Another element adding to Tunisia as adestination country was that of the African Development Bank, which arrived in Tunisiain 2003, bringing with it workers and in general very skilled immigration from otherAfrican States. It should be noted here, that as of 2013, the African Development Bank isrelocating to Côte d’Ivoire.
18 http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC-RR-2013-09.pdf19 Legal Database, Tunisia. Retrieved from:http://www.carim.org/index.php?callContent=400&callCountry=133020 Legal Database, Tunisia. Retrieved from:http://www.carim.org/index.php?callContent=400&callCountry=1330
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Part 3. The Tunisian context

Political climateAfter the collapse of former President Zine El Abidine Ben Ali in 2011, a national unitygovernment was established. An election for a constitutional assembly took place onOctober 23rd 2011, and consists of 217 members, who are in charge of drafting the newconstitution, as well as to appoint members of the executive branch and adoptlegislation. The moderate Islamist Ennahda party won 90 seats, with left wing partiescoming in second and third with 30 seats for the Congrès pour la Republique, and 21seats for Ettakatol (Forum démocratique pour le travail et les libertés). Following thesubsequent election of the new government, a Draft Constitution was first created inAugust 2012, followed by a later version. The adoption of the Constitution has beendelayed however, due to political disputes, and the current draft sees all articlesregarding migration from the 1959 Constitution kept – this concerns the freedom toleave and return to Tunisia for its citizens - yet has removed the previous reference toprohibition on extradition of political refugees. Latest political developments, as of midDecember 2013, have now seen Industry Minister Mehdi Jomaa become head of the non-partisan cabinet that will govern until elections, which are expected to be in early 2014.The appointment of Jomaa was an agreement between the labour unions and Ennahda,which faced opposition from secular rivals, and they have therefore agreed to resignonce politicians decide on a caretaker cabinet and complete the country’s newconstitution, and decide on election dates.
The socio-political frameworkTunisia has, in the political landscape after 2011, made substantial progress in the areaof irregular and regular emigration, when it comes to governance. In cooperation withthe destination countries, mostly comprised of those in the European Mediterranean,they have tried to work along the lines of a global context, seeking cooperation with theEU, emphasized by the Euro-Mediterranean partnership21 - which we will return to laterin the report - by looking for solutions to expand legal emigration in cooperation withimmigration countries, and by trying to ensure a better integration of Tunisian citizens
21 http://www.eeas.europa.eu/euromed/index_en.htm
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who are relocating to European countries.
The government has, by several measures showed an interest herein; one instance istrying to connect with Tunisians abroad – having several MPs elected to represent thisgroup, as well as creating a Secretary of State for Tunisian Expatriates, belonging underthe Ministry for Social Affairs. After the creation of this entity, they proceeded inundertaking a survey on clandestine migrants, with an emphasis laid on those who wentmissing, or fled, during the crisis in 2011. Even though there has been a governmentaleffort to the reformation of legislation and to manage legal emigration as such, thecountry has still experienced an increase in irregular migration following the uprisingsin 2011. In light of this, the EU has offered Tunisia a so-called Mobility Partnershipwhich, when it is finalized (which by account of the EU will hopefully be sometime inearly 2014, with yet another year before it, in reality, goes into effect), would includereadmission of irregular migrants, and also includes Italy working with Tunisia on thestrengthening of its coastal patrols. Furthermore, Tunisia in early 2013 agreed toenhance border security with Algeria and Libya, in order to fight illegal immigration,secure borders and deal with other crimes that followed after the countries revolutions.The agreement, which resulted in the upset of a committee, was established after ameeting held in Ghadames in Libya, entailing major upgrades on cross-border security,cracking down on smuggling of people (human trafficking), drugs and arms – as well asa heightened stance on terrorism. In more detail, this entails joint checkpoints atborders, the coordination of border patrols, an increased exchange of information aboutborder movements in the border areas, as well as regular meetings between thecountries respective security staff. The agreement not only addressed issues of security,but also that of development, with a promise to invest in border areas and create jobs sothat locals would not be prone to be drawn into smuggling - hence securing stability andsecurity through economic and social development in the region. An emphasis was alsolaid on the exchange and promotion of sports and culture, so as to encourage good socialrelations.
Policy and legal frameworkIn 2004, Tunisia reformed its current Migration Law, which is still in effect today, as isalso the law concerning foreign nationals in Tunisia, of March 8th, 1968. The reformmade to the Migration Law in 2004, which among other issues concerned the smuggling
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of Migrants (Palermo Protocol), resulted in a toughening of sanctions against any form
of contribution whatsoever (organized, unorganized, profit, not-for-profit) in relation toirregular migration of foreign and Tunisian citizens. The former law (1975) and that of1968 also already included a possibility for penalization of irregular migrants. Theselegislative entities control temporary labour migration, and are therefore also linked tothe rights of those concerned within the country. Tunisia has so far been reluctant insigning the Convention on the Protection of all Migrant Workers and Members of theirFamily22, but has through bilateral and international agreements instead sought toaddress the issue. Further, as mentioned earlier, although Tunisia currently lacks a legalframework when it comes to refugees and asylum, it approached UNHCR in the fall of2011, for the assistance in the development of a national asylum law23 that resulted inthe signing of a cooperation agreement by mid 201124.
Civil Society Organizations in TunisiaThe issue of the civil society in Tunisia has become an increasing phenomenon after therevolution. During the Ben Ali period it did exist, however civil society was under strictcontrol and there was virtually no way of organizing ones selves, unless it was directlyaffiliated to the government – keeping any activity under close observance by theMinistry of Interior, and in reality to be considered as a governmental organization. Thismeans that there has been no public debate whatsoever in Tunisia, and therefore also nolocal initiatives to address sensitive subjects – as when considering the issue ofmigration and asylum, this meant that expression into the subject was not actuallyallowed. After the revolution and considering the changing situation of migration withinTunisia, there has been an increase in the complexity of migration issues in the country,not to mention the regional context, which leads to questions of migration managementand migrant populations.
After the revolution the number of Civil Society Organizations that came to life wasimpressive in numbers – of those dealing with migration and asylum specifically at the
22 http://www2.ohchr.org/english/bodies/cmw/cmw.htm23 UNHCR. (2013): UNHCR regional operations profile - North Africa. Retrieved fromhttp://www.unhcr.org/pages/49e486166.html24 Tunisian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. UNHCHR: agreement. Retrieved fromhttp://www.diplomatie.gov.tn/index.php?id=42&L=2&tx_ttnews[arc]=1&tx_ttnews[backPid]=42&tx_ttnews[cat]=13&tx_ttnews[pL]=2678399&tx_ttnews[pS]=1309471200&tx_ttnews[pointer]=1&tx_ttnews[tt_news]=310&cHash=f3afa9fdb76c6bdafa4c8018f6158262
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moment, there seems to be two especially relevant to look at, and whom we met with inworking on this report:
 The first is the FTDES (Tunisian Forum of Economic and Social Rights), anorganization that carries out actions and activities intended to support anddefend the causes of refugees and asylum-seekers in the camp at Shousha. TheFDES has also helped plan, staged and supervised demonstrations with thefamilies of those Tunisians missing at sea. This became particularly importantafter the accidents at sea in March 2011 and at the beginning of September2012.25
 The second organization is CeTuMA (Tunis Centre for Migration and Asylum),who has staged demonstrations and advocacy actions as well as proposals onhow to promote the rights of migrants, refugees and asylum-seekers. It alsoproved interested in the principles guiding the establishment of a newimmigration policy based on good migration governance.26

There have also been other organisations that have emerged, some dealing with theissues of the families of the victims of those who disappeared at sea. There is also aTunisian branch of France Terre d’ Asile, who has joined forces with UNHCR in itsactions towards refugees and asylum-seekers. Other organisations also offer materialaid to migrants, such as Caritas (Archdiocese of Tunis) and the Tunisian Red Crescent.During our visit to Sfax we also met with a local group of sub-Saharan former studentsliving in Tunisia. They have established themselves, and are trying to set up anorganization – Afrique Intelligence - wanting to get involved with migrants as well asrefugees within Tunisia, working with support, rights, advocacy and awareness raising.According to Mr Hassan Boubakri, Professor at the University of Sousse, there are threeprincipal themes that have dominated the actions of Civil Society Organizations since2011:
1) Support for the victims of illegal immigration and advocacies against European policies

on migration. This concerns the numbers of young Tunisians on the island of Lampedusaduring the revolution, which received support, when in detention, from different civilsociety organizations. Different protests were held, and other measures were taken in
25 http://www.ftdes.net/26 http://www.fsm2013.org/en/organisation_info/5104
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order to show sympathy for those affected.
2) The establishment of new relations between Tunisia and its diaspora abroad.Boubakri mentions, that relations between the Tunisian authorities and the civil societyorganizations have slowly worsened since the summer of 2011, for which he states tworeasons:- Certain civil society organizations had criticised the Tunisian government for notkeeping its distance with respect to the migration policies of EU Member States. Theyalso criticised it for not having conducted serious investigations into the disappearanceof migrants at sea or in Italy.- The relationship between the Tunisian diaspora and the country itself has beenstrained after the revolution, and is now highly politicised.
3) Advocacy and demonstrations of support for refugees and asylum-seekers in the

Shousha camp. Some civil society organizations have addressed the rights of refugeesand asylum seekers of Shousha. Both CeTuMa (as mentioned above), as well as otherorganizations like the FTDES (also mentioned above) in cooperation with a few others(LTDH - Tunisian League of Human rights, and REMDH - Euromed Network of Humanrights), organized activities such as press conferences and seminars in order to highlightthe responsibility of the Tunisian government, as well as the UNHCR and the MemberStates of NATO (in relation to their intervention in Libya).
The civil society organizations have focused on, and still continue to stress one mainissue in this regard:- Procedures for recognition of the status of refugees by UNHCR. A key concernaddressed by them here, is the fact that approximately 300 asylum seekers did notattain refugee status, which poses a problem regarding their continued stay, as well asstatus, in Tunisia.27It is noted here, that there seems to be a growing concern, as well as mobilization – bythe civil society organizations we met with in Tunisia – especially in the south, about theneeds and humanitarian situation of the remaining people staying in Shousha.
In general, after consulting and meeting with different parties throughout the mission, it
27 http://www.migrationpolicycentre.eu/docs/MPC-RR-2013-04.pdf
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has become clear that there is a serious gap regarding what civil society organizationsknow about the issue of migration. With the exception of the two local organizationshighlighted above, there was a clear message testifying to the lack of knowledge and thecapacity to deal with migration issues in Tunisia. Further to that, there is also alimitation of funding.
When looking at the two implementing partners to the UNHCR in Tunisia, The TunisianRed Crescent and Islamic Relief, it should be noted that there here also seems to be ageneral lack of confidence within these organizations (also stated from outside sources)in regards to the capacity of handling their work into the field of migration, even thoughIslamic Relief, for instance, has and seems quite capable of identifying and managingissues of gaps in the work, to a certain level. There has been a wish raised internally,that they would like for more training to be available to them, and education in basichuman rights, asylum law, mixed migration, etc. It seems crucial, that locally workingorganizations become capacitated to handle the work with migrants in Tunisia, whichunfortunately does not seem to be the case at the moment, and is therefore notnecessarily helping those migrants located in the southern part of Tunisia, as best aspossible. In general, there seems to be a definite need for empowerment, awareness andknowledge building of the current civil society organizations working in Tunisia – andfor those already involved in this, cooperation arrangements.
Human Rights and MigrationConsidering the general situation of Human Rights in Tunisia, the country has – sincethe turmoil of the revolution – been under criticism for issues related to torture and ill-treatment by the police, especially during protests and demonstrations, lack of justice,discrimination of women in both law and practice, among other issues. Tunisia’s humanrights record was assessed under the UN Universal Periodic Review in May 2013, andthe government accepted most of the UN recommendations but rejected those urgingthe decriminalization of defamation and same-sex relations, the repeal of law thatdiscriminated against women, and abolition of the death penalty. Needless to say,asylum seekers as well as migrants living in Tunisia, are faced with the same issues ofdiscrimination as are Tunisians themselves, but still represent a much more complexcharacter. There have been reports of racism amongst sub-Saharan student groups
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within the country, as well as from refugees and asylum seekers. Another issue is theprotection and human rights of women who also, considering the current situation inthe country are exposed to an even greater threat, and often find themselves in aprecarious situation.
The Minister for Human Rights and Transitional Justice is in charge of the Ministryresponsible for implementing the Government’s human rights policy and coordinationin this area across the government as such28. During our visit we heard testimonies fromSub-Saharan students, as well as asylum seekers, refugees, migrant workers, etc. who allcomplained about the issue of racism. For those whom it is relevant to, there are clearstructural problems relating to the Carte de Séjour, which ensures a one-year temporarystay permit, renewable once, except for nationals from countries linked to Tunisia bybilateral conventions (France, Algeria, Morocco, etc.). There is also a renewable two-year ordinary stay permit for people who have regularly resided in the country for 5years, or who are born and have constantly lived in Tunisia, or with Tunisian children,and for foreign women married to Tunisian men. At almost every meeting the issue ofthis process was brought up – people complain of being treated unfairly, asked to signdocuments they do not understand (for instance a student from Cameroon, who doesnot speak Arabic), sometimes met with racist remarks, and an overall lack of willingnessfrom the authorities. There seems to be a clear case of mal practice when it comes to theCarte de Séjour, and it causes serious problems for those affected, not only personally,but also legally. It was also reported that there are Algerians living in Tunisia fordecades who still only have residence permits, which is yet another testimony to the factthat the system, according to the law (1968 Law on foreign nationals), is not doing itsjob.29
Among the Tunisian public there has also been mentioned issues of ignorance and again– sporadic racism - and in general a lack of knowledge and understanding for the issue
28 The following governmental institutions handle outward migration: Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Ministryof Social Affairs, Solidarity and Tunisians Abroad, Secretary of State for Tunisian Expatriates and theMinistry of Labour. The following governmental institutions handle inward migration: Ministry of Interior,Ministry of Labour, Ministry of Social Affairs, Solidarity and Tunisians Abroad and the Ministry of Women’sAffairs.29 CARIM. Legal Database, Tunisia. From:http://www.carim.org/index.php?callContent=400&callCountry=1330
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of migration and refugees. Furthermore, even though all political parties talk of theneeds of humanitarian issues, when it comes to refugees, it is still needed that theyaddress the Asylum Law and adhere to international conventions, as well as humanrights practices. This also leads to the conclusion that there seems to be a clear anddefinite need, and room, for more advocacy work in the regard of mixed migration inTunisia.
A note should be made on the governments stance on the Tunisian Diaspora, regardinginward migration, the government hopes to develop diaspora links by developingnational policies to support the Tunisian Diaspora, conduct legislation that encouragesinvestments, carry out a census of Tunisian professionals abroad, benefit from Tunisianpotential abroad in higher education and research, develop a strategy for disseminatinginformation to the Tunisian Diaspora communities, elaborate a cultural programconsolidating the attachment of Tunisian emigrants and their families to the homeland;launch negotiations with destination countries on entry and residence conditions forTunisian emigrants.
European Union – Tunisia relations in the context of MigrationIn 1995 the Euro-Mediterranean Partnership, was established in Barcelona. Tunisia wasthe first country to sign such an agreement with the EU, and it consequently came intoeffect in 1998. The Partnership constitutes the legal basis of Tunisian – Europeanrelations, even though current cooperation is now constituted under the framework ofthe Union for the Mediterranean. Under this scope an action plan was created for theyears 2005-2010, and a second action plan was signed in November 2012 concerningthe years 2013-2017. This action plan granted Tunisia a Privileged Partnership statusand aims at strengthening financial support, trade openings and improved mobility.Both parties also agreed on a process of dialogue on migration with the objective ofconcluding a Mobility Partnership for cooperation on movement of people, managementof legal migration, migration and development, protection of the rights of migrants, fightagainst illegal migration, and readmission.30

30 Tunisia Ministry of Foreign Affairs. (April 2013). Relations Tunise - Union européenne: Un partenariat axéPlan D’Action 2013-2017. Retrieved from http://www.diplomatie.gov.tn/fileadmin/_temp_/Tunisie%20-UE-Plan-Action.pdf
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In 2011, when the ‘privileged partnership’ was first created between the EU and Tunisia,it resulted and represented an elaboration of relations. The outcome hereof was a newaction plan to be developed on the basis of the existing agreement 31, outlaying commonpriorities for bilateral cooperation and work to provide a strategic framework for the EUsupport of the on-going democratic reform. In this cooperation, Tunisia mentioned theissue of migration as a key priority and stresses the finalization of the MobilityPartnership.
The OHCHR Special Rapporteur noted, in his Mission to Tunisia in 201232, that anemphasis should be put on the cooperation between the EU and Tunisia in regards tomigrant’s rights, when working on the Mobility Partnership. While Tunisia in turn formore lenient measures for its own citizens traveling to Europe, has to enforce its bordercontrol, migrants and the human rights of these can seem left out in this regard. Heemphasizes that:[A] more nuanced policy of migration cooperation with Tunisia. Such policyshould move beyond security issues to develop new initiatives in consultationand in real partnership with Tunisian authorities, which place at their core therespect, protection and promotion of the human rights of all migrants, includingirregular migrants who are transiting through Tunisia.
As an example he mentions:[T]he European Union should agree with Tunisian authorities on the following:the detention of migrants should always be justified, periodically reviewed by anindependent tribunal, and limited to the minimum time necessary; children andfamilies should not be detained; places of detention should be visited regularlyby credible and appropriately funded civilian oversight mechanisms; migrantsshould not be criminalized for an irregular crossing or attempt. Furthermore, incollaboration with UNHCR, the European Union should continue to offer Tunisiaadditional places for the resettlement of refugees, and in collaboration with IOM,migrants should be offered voluntary return opportunities supported byappropriate funding for their reintegration back home.
31 EU/Tunisia Action Plan, available from:http://ec.europa.eu/world/enp/pdf/action_plans/tunisia_enp_ap_final_en.pdf.32 http://www.ohchr.org/en/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx
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Bilateral agreements - Italy and FranceIt is important for Tunisia to practice and maintain its bilateral agreements with, inparticular, EU countries – here Italy and France represent the two most significantpartnerships, focusing on migration issues, mostly in the areas of border control,readmission of irregular Tunisians and into the aspect of security. Both countries havebilateral agreements with Tunisia, including the issue of irregular migration (Tunisia –Italy 1998, on entry and readmission of Tunisian nationals and third country nationals),(Tunisia – France 2008, readmission agreement of Tunisian nationals only). It also hasbilateral agreements regarding labour migration, with Italy on stay and work (1995)and on seasonal workers (2000), and with France on stay and labour (1988). Bothcountries though, do face criticism by both some political parties within Tunisia, as wellas several civil society organizations. The extreme left have denounced the treatmentwith which young Tunisians are greeted by on arrival in Europe. Mostly they arecriticised, in the media as well as in the political sphere, for not adhering to andupholding the partnership deals between Tunisia and their own countries, when itcomes to practice.
Swiss agreementThe Swiss government, as mentioned earlier in this report, is engaged in a returnprogram, which as of now is the largest one in Tunisia. The engagement in the country ispart of a larger North Africa Program, which spans from 2011 – 2016. It is also largelyfocused on the issue of migration – looking more specifically at areas as migration andprotection, democratic transition and human rights as well as economic development.With offices in the south (as well as in Tunis; the Swiss Embassy), they are therefore oneof very few internationals working in southern Tunisian.33
Borders and detention

DetentionThe Tunisian government has long denied the presence of some (most of the) detentioncentres in the country, and mostly these are referred to as centres d’accueil etd’orientation, a kind of “orientation and reception” centre. Reportedly there exists 13 ofsuch centres, however this is uncertain as there has been no confirmation of this
33 http://www.eda.admin.ch/eda/fr/home/reps/afri/vtun/biltun.html
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information publicly available. This mostly concerns migrants, who are found to be inTunisia irregularly, and placed here in order to be identified and deported. It has beenvery hard to obtain any form of information on, not alone permission to visit thesecentres, even though a law has now been passed that everyone has the right to apply tovisit such a centre – however this actually only seems to go for Ouardia Centre, managedby the Ministry of Interior, which is located in the south part of the capital Tunis. Duringour mission we learned however, that there are in fact a whole number of centres – andthe OHCHR special rapporteur also notes this during his mission to the country in201234, where he calls for more transparency, information and free access to these forboth the international observers as well as civil society organizations. It is said thatcases are usually processed within ten days, but in reality it often takes longer, andpeople find themselves held being deprived basic rights and liberties, especially if theyfind themselves without papers or any support by their own country’s consular servicesin Tunisia. Illegal migrants who have not been registered or have been in contact withneither UNHCR nor the IOM (in regards to either asylum seeking or voluntary return)are sometimes also expected to pay for their own deportation, and this can lead toprolonged stays in the centres.
Information on conditions in the centres seem to vary, with some reports of them beingfilthy and not adequately equipped to house the people staying there, as well as a lack ofhealth services - however some other reports state that conditions are actuallyconsiderably adequate. One thing that seems to be of great concern all over is that ofunaccompanied minors, who are not treated with the certain knowledge andconsideration they should be. Men and women alike are reported to be held in separatefacilities though. One thing that is crucial in relation to these centres is that all staffdealing with migrants, should be aware of, and respect the rights of migrants.
In December 2013, Human Rights Watch issued a report on the conditions of prisons inTunisia, as well as the process of pre charge detentions35. In this report they suggest thatTunisia amend laws governing the arrest, interrogation, and initial detention ofsuspects, and improve conditions in jail. Stating that there is an apparent lack of access
34 See http://www.ohchr.org/en/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx35 http://www.hrw.org/news/2013/12/05/tunisia-perils-pre-charge-detention
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to a lawyer during arrest and interrogation, this leaves people vulnerable tomistreatment and that some jails fail to meet basic standards for nutrition, shelter, andhygiene. Even though migrants are not directly mentioned in this report, HRW didconfirm meeting some migrants during their research, and mentioned that migrants facethe same situation when in prison.
Border securityIn November 2013, the International Crisis Group published an updated situationreport36 on border security issues in Tunisia. The report highlights how the currentpolitical crisis is tied to severe security concerns, which are becoming ever moreevident. They mention increasing Jihadi attacks, playing a role in the political sphere andthus weakening the state, as well as adding uncertainty to the public. They highlight theborder as being detached from the rest of Tunisia, in that the border is “porous,rebellious, a focal point of jihad and contraband”, recommending national actors toimplement security as well as socio-economic measures to reduce the permeability ofthe borders of Tunisia.
Following from what was mentioned above of the regional cooperation between Libya,Algeria and Tunisia, border issues are of great concern to all parties involved. Therewas some talk of a push (down) effect when it comes to migration – from within Tunisia– of trying to force complicated migration issues south within the country, and thereforealso closer to the border, and to parts of the country who are not necessarily fullyknowledgeable or equipped to deal with the issues that may arise. Reports on violationswere also mentioned, but have not been documented, of illegal migrants being loadedonto buses and sent back into Libya – whether or not this has been confirmed isuncertain.
The issue of trafficking (in this relation especially human trafficking) is of great concern,as there seems to be elusive border control and a risk of intensified corruption of borderauthorities, and the increased insecurity at the borders only heightens the risk of cross-border trafficking and smuggling. Contraband as such, has long been an income fornumerous residents along the border provinces, which is evident when traveling in
36 Found here: http://www.crisisgroup.org/en/regions/middle-east-north-africa/north-africa/tunisia/148-tunisia-s-borders-jihadism-and-contraband.aspx
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Southern Tunisia (oil trade), however it also includes an increase in more dangerousgoods, such as weapons or drugs, with the first mentioned mostly coming through Libya.The northern half of the Algerian border though, is also seeing an increase in traffickingas well - also cannabis and small arms.
At seaIn the fall of 2013, 366 migrants drowned when their boat sank less than a mile off theshore of the Italian island of Lampedusa.37 The disaster has since placed the issue ofmigrants being smuggled by sea, and the inhumane conditions they face during thisjourney, on agendas once more as a whole range of actors expressed themselves on theissue. This was only enhanced when only a few days later, 92 persons were found deadin the central Sahara, travelling from Niger to Algeria. The response was thereforenaturally, to highlight the dangers of irregular migration across the Sahara to the EU. Itstarted a worry though, within the EU, and initiated a need to reform the EUimmigration and asylum policies. In Oct 2013 the European Council therefore invited“The European Council invites the newly established Task Force for the Mediterranean,led by the European Commission and involving Member States, EU agencies and theEEAS, to identify - based on the principles of prevention, protection and solidarity -priority actions for a more efficient short term use of European policies and tools.”38Whether these tragedies are signs of new migratory trends or whether it shows anincreased risk in smuggling tendencies is uncertain.
Border management in Tunisia is upheld by the gendarmerie and the Coast Guard, whocarry out search and rescue operations at sea, and therefore are those who have the firstinitial contact with migrants arriving by sea. The Coast Guard works with EU countries,here especially Italy, in carrying out its operations. Tunisia has, along side someEuropean counterparts like Malta and Italy, ratified the International Convention onMaritime Search and Rescue, which establishes provision for coordination andcooperation of sea operations. An issue that has been raised in regards to thiscooperation is, that it has occurred that even though boats are closer to Europeanmainland, they have been directed towards Tunisia, meaning that the Tunisian Coast
37 http://www.tgcom24.mediaset.it/cronaca/2013/notizia/naufragio-lampedusa-morti-sono-366_2004586.shtml38 http://www.consilium.europa.eu/uedocs/cms_data/docs/pressdata/en/ec/139197.pdf
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Guard has been asked to deal with the issue.39
Many of those arriving by sea set out from Libya, and therefore end up after rescue inTunisia – the nationalities on these boats are mostly from the Horn of Africa. At the timeof this report drafting, there was no indication that this number was rising, howeverwhen interviewing Somali asylum seekers, who had arrived by land40, they informed us,that there was great unrest among Somalis in Libya, why they had tried for Tunisia, bycrossing the border. They mentioned also, that they believed that – among the Somalicommunity – there was an increased interest in crossing into Tunisia, instead of stayingin Libya. Whether this is because they want to stay in Tunisia, or because they want totravel onwards from Tunisia is not quite clear, as the men all expressed that they wouldlike to stay in the country, while – when interviewing Eritrean women41 currentlyawaiting their status, also located in Medenine, they clearly expressed that they wantedto move on to Europe, taking the boat, by all means necessary, in case they did notreceive a positive outcome from UNHCR in their asylum seeking. So as mentioned, therewas no indicator of a rising number of people wanting to set out for Europe fromTunisia, rather than Libya, however there are indications that some groups want toleave Libya for Tunisia, one way or the other.
If these migrants at sea find themselves pushed back to Tunisia through the EUsexternalization of its borders to its southern neighbours, it poses a serious problem - asTunisia is lacking an asylum system as such, it is very likely that these persons becomestranded in Tunisia, which increases the risk of them trying to set out for yet anotherjourney at sea, as well as making them more vulnerable in general. This leads to yetanother issue – which is local settlement in Tunisia, which has for some groups (thecurrent Shousha group denying local integration) been encouraged by the government,and it poses a good opportunity – however they need support in this regard as currentlysome of those people form Shousha who accepted this, have experienced severeproblems in regards to legal issues as well as basic rights. UNHCR together with theTunisian Government has been working with local partners in order to handle this,however both the implementing partner in this regard, Islamic Relief, as well as the
39 http://www.ohchr.org/en/Issues/Migration/SRMigrants/Pages/AnnualReports.aspx40 This group of around 30 Somalis arrived via land to Tunisia just days before we met them in Medenine,southern Tunisia, and had therefore not yet been registered.41 One of the Eritrean women interviewed gave birth on a drifting boat in the Mediterranean, with bothbarely surviving.
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Tunisian authorities, have not been able to carry through what was promised, asclaimed by the refugees, when initially offered the local integration option.
A short note on the issue of stranded migrants in Tunisia is that no organization has amandate as such to get involved in this issue – which by UNHCR was mentioned as quitea concern. IOM only does voluntary returns, and others again lack donor funding.
Asylum in TunisiaTunisia acceded to the 1951 Convention Relating to the Status of Refugees on October24th 1957 and to the 1967 Protocol on October 16th 1968. Tunisia also ratified the1969 OAU Convention Governing the Specific Aspects of Refugee Problems in Africa in1989. Article 17 of the 1959 Tunisian Constitution prohibits the extradition of politicalrefugees. A provision of the 1975 Law on Passports and Travel Documents makes anexplicit reference to the 1951 Convention and the principle of non-refoulement. Eventhough the draft Law on Asylum - which presents a great opportunity to strengthen theasylum space in the country - is currently being drafted, there still exists no adequatenational refugee status determination procedure. By UNHCR reports, the motivation fordrafting the Law itself was very good, and there has been a lot of goodwill andcommitment by the government to do so, as well as a draft is at current in place – it isnot as much a question of a political obstacle, as perhaps more a question of whichissues are ranged highest within in Tunisian internal politics. Hopefully, when drafted, itwill present a comprehensive legal framework for Asylum in the country.
Of some concern are third-country nationals who continuously attempt to cross fromLibya to Tunisia irregularly by land. The question is the alleged protection claims bythese people, and whether or not these are met. There has, as mentioned above, beensome report of a ‘push-back’ of irregular border crossings (land and sea) by Tunisianauthorities, back into Libya, even though we did not find more on the issue – however,tendencies of not having claims properly met, and general border difficulties, shows aneed for a clear asylum determination procedure at arrival to Tunisia, which ensuresrights protection of vulnerable individuals, and a facilitation of better recognition ofmigrants.
It was noted throughout the mission, that the issue of local training for police, border
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officials, coast guards – all relevant personnel on the principal of non-refoulement,general human rights principals and practices, and the fact that everyone has the right
to seek asylum, is of importance - in other words, national capacity building. UNHCRalso pointed out, that vulnerable categories of migrants such as women and childrenshould be given specific attention when crossing the border, something that does notalways seem to be the case. Consequently, this also means that refugees recognized byUNHCR have no automatic access to residency documents and may face challenges intheir daily lives.
Current asylum seekers and rejected asylum claims in MedenineIn Medenine there is currently a dormitory run by the Tunisian Red Crescent, Medeninedepartment. This is also often where new asylum seekers are taken to, as there is roomfor them here. The place is in a very bad shape, very filthy and the Red Crescent staff(many of them volunteers) are not at all equipped to deal with the issues of the migrantshoused there, in general lacking knowledge and understanding of mixed migration ingeneral. The people with rejected claims living here are nervous and in limbo, andseveral people (whom we met with) expressed their concern, also for the rejected casescurrently in Shousha, about what will happen to these people in the near future. Therewere reports of the dormitory closing soon, which basically leaves them to fend forthemselves, even though the Red Crescent vowed to help them as best as they could –which means an extremely limited degree of support. The aim was to relocate them intourban areas, trying to find joint housing options. Islamic Relief has also expressed agreat concern for this particular group of people, and foresees more rejected casesjoining in numbers over the next months.
ShoushaAs mentioned earlier in this report, Shousha refugee camp – exceptionally a transitcamp, because of the Libyan crisis - was officially closed by mid 2013. As stated by theUNHCR, the role of Shousha after the closing is not to be viewed as much a closure as itis to be seen as a shift, with the focus turning towards urban management. The currentsituation is, that there are some concerns of problems that a number of persons areexperiencing – this especially goes for those who find themselves to be in a specificcategory. The categories of people currently living in Shousha are as follows:
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1) At the former sector E/eastern side of the camp, the people who had their asylum

claims rejected reside. They refused voluntary return by IOM (which among otherthings includes a stipend and other means of support), and most of them are hoping tohave their cases reopened – which is not at all likely, rather the opposite. Some claim tohave papers taken from them, passports lost by authorities - while others left for Libya,or have tried for the boats to travel to Europe. Some again have left to go back to Libya,only to return to Shousha once more, after reporting that the situation in Libya iscurrently not good for them. It is not clear whether or not other people with differentstatuses are staying in that sector along side them, however this is not likely. There aresome vulnerable cases in the camp in this sector, these mostly being women andchildren – many of whom are begging by the side of the road, receiving water, food,clothes, and other basics from Libyans traveling across the border. It was reported thatsomeone (a man) from Shousha was hit by a passing car, taken to Ben Guerdane fortreatment, but turned away at the hospital, because of his lack of papers. In general allpeople residing in Shousha are in a bad humanitarian position, and they are notreceiving much support – only some, through local organizations and individuals. Theycomplain of health issues, including mental illnesses, which they themselves say are onthe rise.
2) Refugees, with refugee status, but who were not granted resettlement, reside inthe western side of the camp. These people did eventually not accept the solution oflocal reintegration, and now refuse to leave the camp, and are protesting against UNHCR(also around 20 of them are in Tunis camped outside the UNHCR office) and want theirthird country resettlement. This will most likely not happen, unless they arrange forsome sort of private sponsorship. This group is very dismissive, basically refuses tolisten to anyone, and seem hostile to all who are not (UNHCR), even though they are atthe same time also unpleased with UNHCR, because of their situation. These people are,besides humanitarian assistance, in need of legal advice, and are not in a position to fullycomprehend what situation they find themselves in. Some reports of misguiding byrandom internationals, journalists, etc. have occurred, which does not seem to helpthem, rather the contrary - and they are therefore stuck, even so by choice, in Shousha.
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The military at current are posted at the area, however it is interesting to see for howlong they will be. For now, the presence of the military is keeping security maintained,but it seems if they were not there, the situation would be quite insecure.
When talking of Shousha, there is the issue of the Tunisian Government and theirpromises to the refugees who accepted the solution of local integration. UNHCR andthe Tunisian government are in charge of this initiative, implemented by Islamic Relief.We only met one person, who accepted this solution - a man from Tchad, living inMedenine – who complained of not receiving help from Islamic Relief, who weresupposed to assist him in obtaining a work permit and managing his Carte de Séjour – aspromised to him. He is now married to a local Tunisian woman, and therefore canmanage through her, however this is hardly a durable solution. We heard of manycomplaints by those who accepted this specific solution, and it seems that the Tunisiangovernment has not fulfilled its end of the deal, and it is unclear what are the specificdetails of this arrangement. The case of these people is as the case of plenty of othermigrant groups – all are experiencing problems with the authorities in regard to theirlegal status within the country. Furthermore, it would be valuable to find out whatexactly the detailed specifics of the agreement is, so that future wise, when dealing withthis – from whatever perspective, that there are clear and transparent guidelines andpractices.
Other groups of possible concern

Syrian nationals in TunisiaOther groups, who may become an issue of concern for the future and who we have beeninformed of during the mission, include reporting’s and hearsay of Syrian refugees livingin both Tunis (the capital) as well as other parts of the country. Said to enter fromAlgeria, the information on numbers fluctuate from between 300-8.000 people. We didnot succeed in confirming this, as there is no data to be found. There is a great deal ofmystery related to their presence in the country, with rumours of them hanging aroundMosques (for begging) to rumours of Salafist relations. They are clearly scared and donot want to talk to the Tunisian Red Crescent (reports of them not having goodmemories of/relations with the Red Crescent in Syria, allegedly). They are movingaround, being helped by local Tunisians; they tend to blend in easier than sub-Saharanmigrants being of Arab descent.
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Libyan nationals in TunisiaAnother issue of concern are the Libyans who were pro-Gadaffi, fled during the Libyancrisis and who cannot return because of the current situation. This group has not soughtprotection or help and tend to integrate well into Tunisian society, as many of themreportedly do not lack funding, local Tunisian contacts, etc. However, there was someconcern from several entities that it might become a future problem, since a number ofthese people are actually not as self-sufficient as they may seem. They seem to fit 2categories: wealthy and relatively poor, and at current all reports on the issue isspeculating, but there is a chance that those Libyans who are relatively poor, willbecome even poorer, and therefore, for the future, perhaps need assistance – all, ofcourse, also depending on the situation in Libya. Legal issues for Libyans in Tunisia arebased on close bilateral agreements.42
Whether or not these issues will become a true concern though, is quite uncertain -however they are groups that are continually mentioned throughout researching mixedmigration in Tunisia.
ConclusionWith this report we have sought to update the knowledge on mixed migration withinTunisia, focusing on the issue through various aspects of the current migration situationin the country. Tunisia is undergoing a period of immense political transition, and recentmigration flows, concerns and issues into and out of the country, should be seen in lightof the context of the Arab Spring, which has resulted in a newly found focus onmigration, mostly new to the Tunisian public. Gaps exist in laws and policies in relationto migration in the country, and this unfortunately sometimes results in themistreatment of migrants. The report has outlined different measures that are beingtaken in order to address the situation of migration in Tunisia, and hopefully thefindings and recommendations of this report will add to further development ofmigration knowledge and information, in order to help ensure focus on mixed migrationin the country, and to provide migrants a higher level of protection through awareness.
42 CARIM. Legal Database, Tunisia. From:http://www.carim.org/index.php?callContent=400&callCountry=1330
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Appendix 1: List of contacts

NAME CONTACT PERSONUNHCR, Tunis Elizabeth EysterUNHCR, Zarzis Rosa ZorzoUNICEF, Tunis Aida GherbelOffice français de l’immigration et del’intégration Tunisie, Tunis Stephane Darmas
France Terre d’Asile, Tunis Juliette Lenglois, Mathiew TardisAssociation des étudiants etstagiaires africains en Tunisie,AESAT, Tunis M. Blamassi TouréM. Jonathan DoéForum Tunisien des DroitsEconomiques et Sociaux, Tunis Nicanor HaonMigration Policy Center, MPC, Italy Delphine PerrinEuropean Union Delegation inTunisia, Tunis Marie KruseIndependent journalist, specialisedon migration, Tunis Sana SbouaiSwiss Embassy in TunisiaCooperation Internationale, Tunis Lukas Rust (ResponsableProgramme Migration et Protection)Swiss Embassy in TunisiaCooperation Internationale,Medenine Iréne Kraenzlin (Head of MedenineOffice)IOM Tunis and Zarzis Lorena Lando (Head of Office)Islamic Relief Worldwide Tunisia,Zarzis Mostapha ShadequeAssociation Afrique Intelligence, Sfax Joseph KasongaTunisian Red Crescent, Tunis Dr. Taher ChenitiTunisian Red Crescent, Regionalbranch, Medenine Monji SlimCentre de Tunis pour la Migration etd’Asile, CeTuMa, Medenine Hassan Boubakri
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Appendix 2: Table of country of origin and status, based on UNHCR numbers as of

November 15th 201343

43 http://www.unhcr.fr/pages/4aae621d58f.html

Country of origin Refugees Asylum seekersSudan 139 46Somalia 152 17Eritrea 71 88Iraq 55 0Ethiopia 23 27Palestine 21 0Chad 14 0Mali 1 7Syrian Arab Republic 0 4Libyan Arab Jamahiriya 0 2Cameroon 1 1Nepal 0 1Bangladesh 0 1Estonia 0 1Cote d’Ivoire 1 0Central African Republic 1 0Gambia 1 0
Total 480 195
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Appendix 3: Total global resettlement since December 2011, based on UNHCR

numbers as of November 15th 201344

USA 2036NORWAY 485SWEDEN 216GERMANY 202AUSTRALIA 111NETHERLANDS 43SPAIN 80CANADA 145PORTUGAL 32FINLAND 25BELGIUM 25IRELAND 24DENMARK 21GREAT BRITAIN 3SWITZERLAND 45FRANCE 2ITALY 2
TOTAL 3497

44 http://www.unhcr.fr/pages/4aae621d58f.html
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